TRANSCENDING TRANSACTIONS
Historically, e-commerce innovation has been narrowly
focused on transactions – making it easier to shop for
and purchase unplanned product needs.
But efficient transactions offer limited value without
a larger vision. For example, it’s counterproductive to
‘efficiently’ buy redundant or non-compliant products.
And no matter how efficient an unplanned transaction
is, it comes with intrinsic costs and delays, including
a ‘built-in’ 24 to 48 hour lead time (the current best
practice via the standard drop ship e-commerce model).
At Fastenal, we’re committed to developing e-commerce
solutions that transcend transactions, leveraging our
local footprint and strategic service to provide not only
faster fulfillment, but greater visibility, better planning,
and a deeper level of value.

FASTENAL eCOMMERCE

eQUOTES

A 24/7 window to research, source, procure, and manage a spectrum of MRO, OEM
and construction products. The site is designed to point you to the nearest (i.e., fastest)
solutions to your product needs. That includes something no other industrial supplier
can offer on a national scale – same-day service for thousands of products.

Electronically review, edit, and approve quotes
from your servicing Fastenal branch, including
suggested bin stock (VMI) replenishment
orders, without having to enter or re-type data.

MY AVAILABILITY

Need it now? Use the ‘My Availability’ tool
to target same-day solutions in stock at
your local branch and/or products available
through our Express service program (sameday or early next-a.m. fulfillment).

ALTERNATE ITEMS

View the item you originally searched for as
well as alternatives that offer the same fit,
form, and function – potential solutions for a
faster lead time or lower cost.

ADVANCED PERMISSION SETTINGS

Control non-compliant spending by setting
employee purchase limits, maintaining authorized users and approvers (with individually
assigned privileges/limitations), and creating
an automated approval workflow.

A VIEW JUST FOR YOU

View search results the way you want to see
them: as a list, a grid, or in a catalog-style
format. The site will remember your viewing
preference by product category and present
future results in that layout style.

UNPRECEDENTED INSIGHT
POWERED BY
With more servicing locations and inventory solutions
in place than any other industrial distributor, Fastenal
is uniquely positioned to know where products
‘live’ within the local market, including within our
customers’ facilities. With our FAST 360° program, we
tap into that knowledge to provide an unprecedented
view of our inventory, your inventory (down to the point
of use), and your overall business with Fastenal.

MY SPEND

(Shown to the right)
Take a deep dive into the data to gain insight into your spending
patterns. Uncover opportunities to consolidate purchases and
shift recurring orders to an efficient inventory solution.

MY BUSINESS

See the locations of your Fastenal inventory solutions across
your facilities. Drill down as if you're standing in front of a
specific bin stock or vending device.

MY INVENTORY

Search for specific products across all facilities and receive
alerts when you attempt to purchase items you already have
on hand – a unique tool to avoid over-buying.
*Customer facility data is available for registered users
participating in a Fastenal inventory management program.

SERVICE

OPTIONS

FASTER FULFILLMENT

BRANCH

Can't wait 24 to 48 hours for an emergency need?
In a growing number of markets, our site displays
clearly-marked ‘EXPRESS’ items available either the
same day or the next morning.*

PICK-UP

Need it now? Express items in stock at
your local Fastenal branch will be ready
for pick-up within one hour during normal
business hours.

Roughly 10,000 high-demand products (spanning
30+ categories) are stocked at your local Fastenal
branch for same-day delivery or immediate (free)
pick-up. Tens of thousands of additional unplanned
needs can be provided same-day or next-day via our
network of regional hubs and delivery vehicles – a
local lifeline to help you defeat downtime.

OR

*Fastenal Express is rolling out to all public U.S. Fastenal branches
over the course of 2018. If you don’t see the Express service
option on Fastenal.com today, you should be seeing it soon.

BRANCH

DELIVERY

WHY WAIT
24 to 48 HOURS

FOR TODAY’S NEEDS?

Tell us when and where you need it, and
our local branch will make the delivery –
same-day, next-day or 2-day based on
your selection during checkout.

B2B INTEGRATION

EXITING THE

SIMPLE. SECURE. SEAMLESS.

'ROUNDABOUT'

Fastenal’s in-house e-commerce team specializes in building
B2B systems that drive efficiencies throughout the procureto-pay cycle. Whether we integrate via a third party or direct
to your procurement system, Fastenal has the expertise and
tools to meet or exceed your integration requirements.

INTEGRATION CAPABILITIES

Order

We’re all familiar with the
unplanned purchasing cycle:

FASTENAL PUNCHOUT

THIRD PARTY EXPERIENCE

Order. Wait. Receive. Repeat.
The result is a 'roundabout'
of reactive, costly transactions
in which the supplier's value
proposition is reduced to a
single word: 'soon.'

Wait
Receive

A far greater value can be unlocked in the planned purchasing arena, where a
strategic supplier can work proactively to reduce waste and delays, minimize the
total cost of ownership, and ultimately impact earnings. As such, the goal should
be to minimize spot buys and look for opportunities to funnel spend to a planned
supply environment.
• Formats: cXML, EDI, email, and more
• Documents: PO’s, invoices, ASN’s, order
acknowledgments, and other industry standards
• Catalogs: punchout (roundtrip) and static (Excel,
CSV, CIF)

• Uniform contracted pricing for all sites and users
• Customizable view of products by category,
sub-category, and SKU
• Custom product messaging and filters (preferred items)
• Restrictions to prevent purchases of non-contract items

...And many more

Fastenal offers integration via most
leading e-business systems and portals,
including those listed below.

Fastenal can help you start the journey by analyzing your e-commerce activity and
presenting ideas to standardize purchases, switch to lower-cost alternatives, and
supply recurring spot buys as part of a planned inventory program (our strength as
a local strategic supplier).
In short, even as our e-commerce solutions support efficient
transactions and fast fulfillment, they serve a higher purpose:
providing a roadmap to exit the ‘roundabout’ and get to a
better place in terms of cost savings, productivity, and profits.
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